
          

 

 
Self-Retracting Lifeline Inspection 

 
Follow the procedures below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

      Limitless Possibilities. Ask the Expert   Partnering with You to Protect Your Work in Any Environment 

Check Housing 
Before every use, inspect the unit’s housing for loose fasteners and bent, cracked, distorted, 
worn, malfunctioning or damaged parts. 

Lifeline 
Test the lifeline retraction and tension by pulling out several feet of the lifeline and allow it to 
retract back into the unit. Always maintain a light tension on the lifeline as it retracts. The lifeline 
should pull out freely and retract all the way back into the unit. Do not use the unit if the lifeline 
does not retract. The lifeline must be checked regularly for signs of damage. Inspect for cuts, 
burns, corrosion, kinks, frays or worn areas. Inspect any sewing (web lifelines) for loose, broken 
or damaged stitching. 

Braking Mechanism 
The braking mechanism can be tested by grasping the lifeline above the load indicator and 
applying a sharp steady pull downward which will engage the brakes. There should be no slippage 
of the lifeline while the brakes are engaged. Once tension is released, the brakes will disengage 
and the unit will return to the retractable mode. Do not use the unit if the brakes do not engage. 
Check the hardware as directed under Lanyard Inspection. The snap hook load indicator is located 
in the swivel of the snap hook. The swivel eye will elongate and expose a red area when subjected 
to fall arresting forces.  

Do not use the unit if the load impact indicator has been activated. 

Snap Hook 
Check the snap hook to be sure that it operates freely, locks, and the swivel operates smoothly. 
Inspect the snap hook for any signs of damage to the keepers and any bent, cracked, or distorted 
components. 

Anchorage Connection 
Rotate the rope lanyard while inspecting from end-to-end for any fuzzy, worn, broken or cut 
fibers. Weakened areas from extreme loads will appear as a noticeable change in original 
diameter. The rope diameter should be uniform throughout, following a short break-in period. 
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